LIST OF SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE FOR EXECUTIVE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

ENTREPRENEURSHIP SCHOLARSHIP
Application deadline: Prior to the start of the program
Geographical area: All regions
Programs: All Management and Senior Management Programs
Description: Candidates with experience as entrepreneurs should write a 250-word essay explaining the major challenges they have faced in their careers and highlight some of their most important achievements. If the candidate plans to launch a new business venture, they should submit a business plan along with their scholarship application.
Selection criteria: The Scholarship Committee will assess the candidate’s admission process, professional background, entrepreneurial motivations and spirit, and proven financial need.

IE SCHOLARSHIP FOR WOMEN
Application deadline: Prior to the start of the program
Geographical area: All regions
Programs: All Management and Senior Management Programs
Description: At IE, we are firmly committed to supporting women in their transition to leadership positions and senior management roles. We work continuously to create both a teaching staff and student body that are as diverse as possible, in terms of nationality, gender, and worldview. IE also provides particular funding support to women through our financial aid programs, which are designed specifically to help candidates manage their investment in higher education at the highest level possible. The goal of this scholarship is to provide the financial resources needed for outstanding women candidates to accomplish their academic and professional objectives.
Selection criteria: The Scholarship Committee will consider the candidate’s admission process, professional background (especially if in those sectors traditionally dominated by men), motivation, and proven financial need.

IE LIFELONG LEARNING SCHOLARSHIP
Application deadline: Prior to the start of the program
Geographical area: All regions
Programs: All Management and Senior Management Programs
**Description:** At IE we believe that continuous learning is the key to be able to properly face new professional challenges and to have an impact on not only an individual’s future, but the future of society as a whole. Learning is an enabler for change. Therefore, we aim to foster the conditions needed for learning to help people bring forth change that they strive for in their lives and community, regardless of their financial situation.

**Selection criteria:** The following will be assessed: professional and personal achievements and motivations along with proven financial need.

---

**IE WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP SCHOLARSHIP**

**Application deadline:** Prior to the start of the program  
**Geographical area:** All regions  
**Programs:** All Management and Senior Management Programs

**Description:** At IE, we are firmly committed to supporting women in their transition to leadership positions and senior management roles. We work continuously to create both a teaching staff and student body that are as diverse as possible, in terms of nationality, gender, and worldview. IE also provides particular funding support to women through our financial aid programs, which are designed specifically to help candidates manage their investment in higher education at the highest level possible. The IE Women’s Leaders Scholarship is intended for outstanding women who have exhibited leadership potential in their community, academic institution, or place of work.

**Selection criteria:** The Scholarship Committee will assess the candidate’s academic/professional excellence, leadership abilities, and potential to contribute to the advancement of other women in their organizations and communities. Proven financial needs will also be assessed.

---

**WOMEN IN S.T.E.M. SCHOLARSHIP**

**Application deadline:** Prior to the start of the program  
**Geographical area:** All regions  
**Programs:** All Management and Senior Management Programs

**Description:** Women who are able to demonstrate professional experience in STEM-related fields (science, technology, engineering or math) may apply, as well as those pursuing or planning to pursue a meaningful career in this area (through their university studies or other experiences that demonstrate such motivation).

**Selection criteria:** Selection will be based on the candidate’s academic and/or professional merit alongside their proven financial needs.

---

*Important: IE scholarships typically cover a variable percentage of the cost of tuition, depending on the profile of the candidate. The IE Scholarship Committee will make their decision for financial aid after carefully analyzing both the individual application and the group of applications as a whole.*